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Part IT Summary of Completed Project 

An important prerequisite for the successful implementation of Computer-Integrated 
Manufacturing (CIM) in an enterprise is a detailed knowledge and understanding of the 
functions and information associated with the enterprise. Such a definition of the 
manufacturing enterprise is known as the architecture of manufacturing. A standard 
architecture would reduce the overall system complexity and enable users to build systems in 
increments. The Manufacturing Enterprise Architecture (MEA), developed in this research, is 
the framework that captures, represents and integrates the three major facets of an enterprise, 
viz., function, information and dynamics. 

The overall objective of this research effort has been to design and develop MEA which will 
serve as a blueprint for the creation of a Computer-Integrated Enterprise (CIE). The research 
encompassed several complementary activities which led to the following significant 
accomplishments: creation of domain-specific models for yarn, fabric, apparel and carpet 
manufacturing enterprises; demonstration of the domain-independence of the manufacturing 
architecture through application of the architecture to healthcare delivery; design and 
development of a new methodology, viz., integrated framework for enterprise modeling 
methodology (IFEM); implementation of the IFEM methodology using object-oriented 
programming techniques resulting in the Enterprise Modeling Framework (EMF); design and 
development of specialty fabrics for ballet costumes using innovative CAD/CAM techniques 
for The Atlanta Ballet and the Centennial Cultural Olympiad; and transfer of technology and 
knowledge gained during the research to companies through graduates and collaborative case 
studies. 

,. . . ._ ... . -.. -~ ~ . . - . 

• .. . • : ._; -~ .'~ '# ~ ;_~ - • ~· . . .... - •• ::!"; .· .• : . - ~-.. . . . 
.. '~- . 

. . .. _ ..... . 
· .. · ··:. .,..._ • • •• · - . .. . - Oo; •• :, • • , ••••• - .. 
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Part ill Technical Information 

1. INTRODUCTION 

To be successful, competitive, and achieve excellence in today's global economy, a 
manufacturing enterprise must reengineer its operations and deploy the most advanced 
concepts and methods including Computer-Integrated Manufacturing (CIM). The scope of 
CIM transcends the traditional boundaries of the factory floor and encompasses the whole 
enterprise, giving rise to a Computer-Integrated Enterprise (CIE). A CIE can be defined as an 
enterprise that utilizes computers for the engineering, planning, manufacturing, marketing and 
business functions of the enterprise, and for the integration of all these functions into a 
cohesive enterprise system through a common information/knowledge base. 

2. NEED FOR AN ENTERPRISE ARCHITECTURE 

An important prerequisite for the successful realization of a CIE is a detailed knowledge and 
understanding of the functions and information associated with the enterprise. Such a 
definition of the manufacturing enterprise is known as the architecture of manufacturing. A 
standard architecture would reduce the overall system complexity and enable users to build 
systems in increments. The Manufacturing Enterprise Architecture (MEA), developed in this 
research, is the framework that captures, represents and integrates the three major facets of an 
enterprise, viz., function, information and dynamics. 

3. RESEARCH OBJECTIVE AND SCOPE 

The overall objective of this research effort has been to design and develop MEA which will 
serve as a blueprint for the creation of a CIE. The research has encompassed the following 
complementary activities aimed at realizing the overall objective: 

o Design and development of ~orilain-spec1fic architectures; 

0 

.. ' 
' - . ' ' . 

. ... · .:' 

Illustration of the domain-independence of the ma11ufacturing .architecture through its 
apPlication --tp ~ he~lt~~re . sy~t.e·ms; .. : . ~~ ~ : ~- .... ·-'~. :~~-- :.. . -.:>! ·f~~ ~--"·.· <: ·.1-!~~~:+' : .. -· ·:::~~~;-~· :·~-:: .;: . 

o Development of enterprise modeling methodologies using major software engineering 
1 • . techniques and tools including-object-oriented programming and databases; 

. ..... ... ......... 

· ·.·.·. :· tiiiiStrg~ti?~fbr. · th~~g~~:~·&~~~~~h~~;.~ .. th~,~~I'{~~~~fft.·.~~:i:{,::i· .•... 
o Investigation of methodologies for justification of investments in information 

technologies and systems; 
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o Systematization of domain-specific knowledge and its harnessing for instructional 
purposes using multimedia technology; and 

o Design and development of specialty yarns and fabrics using computer-aided design 
and manufacturing techniques for ballet costumes in collaboration with The Atlanta 
Ballet. 

4. SUMMARIES OF RESEARCH ACCOMPLISHMENTS 

The major highlights of the various research activities carried out as part of the PYI Award 
are presented here; the references cited for the various activities provide details of the 
accomplishments. 

4.1 Domain-Specific Architectures 

The first step toward developing a generic manufacturing enterprise architecture (MEA) was 
to develop domain-speclfzc architectures; these domain-specific models could then serve as the 
basis for the necessary generalization. Among the many sectors of the American industry 
facing intense foreign competition accompanied by the erosion of the manufacturing base and 
loss of employment opportunities is the textile/apparel sector. For this reason, the 
textile/apparel environment was chosen as the initial test bed for the development of the 
domain-specific manufacturing architectures. 

A set of criteria was devised for evaluating and selecting modeling methodologies [5] for 
developing the architecture. Based on these criteria, several methodologies were evaluated; the 
IDEF methodology-- developed under the US Air Force's ICAM Program-- was selected. 
The details on the Yarn and Fabric Manufacturing Architectures can be found in [16]; the 
details of the Function model of the Carpet Manufacturing Architecture can be found in [3]. 
The Apparel Manufacturing Architecture (AMA) is discussed in [10, 13, 14]. The research on 
AMA received funding from the US Defense Logistics Agency un~erJ:?~A~.9q~~8.7:-D~00~8. . _ .. -.- ··_ ""~: · 

l.::.. 

4.2 Domain-Independent Archi~e~tu~~ 
. • • ~... ~· . . . •. •.• .-? .. -~--..-~ , •• "" . ·:: l r~;-~~.t._.·":·· _7~~,--! ~ .,~t ~~:-:··. ,~ .. ~ ~ J .. ··-: -.. ~-~ .. ) 1}:· ·-) ·~.tT~ . ._~~ ... ::._!:·· .... . ..• · .. .. .. 

As the domain-specific. architectures w~re . tieing-developed, the ~~~sibility or~c~eating··~~ : · . . -.... 
domain-~ or industry-independent architecture was explored. The models were generic enough 
at higher levels (e.g., product development, production planning, and distribution) to represent 

.... , ot~~r s~c;tpr.s. 9f me1:nufacturing_ :b~_si.de~ .textil~~ : ~n_d . app~reL. At the · lowerJ~_yel~, , l)owever, . . .. _ . _ .. 
. . p.-_ irirohil~tion· :~P~¢ifit ·to: :tli~:-. 49hl~~~ ~-~~~~~- ~:!~~-.:~~64ei~~~;~fh~~- ~~i~t~;- ·_~f: ·:~~~-~i~nt~pts:. .. ·v-is·~-~~t~.:_·: :. /~::· ~ :_· .. 
. -.·. ·' 'vis ' the' product' 'continuum thai ranges' 'from· commodity-type Items to . speCialized items can be . 

found in [4]. The role of knowledge -and experience in operating an enterprise are also 
discussed in [4]. Several key issues ·germane to research in the area of integrated architectures 
for manufacturing were also identified. 

. . ~: . - . . . . ~ . . 
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4.3 Healthcare Delivery Systems Architecture 

To further explore the concept of a domain-independent architecture and the application of the 
manufacturing architecture to non-manufacturing domains, research was carried out in 
collaboration with pediatricians in a group practice. The healthcare delivery system was 
viewed as a manufacturing enterprise and the research resulted in the healthcare delivery 
system architecture [2, 12, 27]. This effort conclusively demonstrated the concept of the 
domain-independent modeling methodology and architecture. 

4.4 Enterprise Modeling Methodologies 

During the course of this research, several major shortcomings in the IDEF methodology were 
identified and a new methodology termed IFEM (integrated framework for enterprise 
modeling) was proposed [14, 15]. The proposed schema can serve as the foundation for the 
development of manufacturing systems modeling software. Such an enterprise modeling 
methodology is essential in the context of implementing advanced concepts of Quick 
Response and Just-in-Time manufacturing in an enterprise. 

MEA consists of three models, viz., entity model, activity model and knowledge & beliefs 
model to encompass the function, information and dynamics facets of an enterprise. A 
detailed discussion of the three models can be found in [28]. MEA overcomes the 
shortcomings of IDEF and other modeling methodologies and has the following salient 
features [29, 31, 34]: 

o An Entity model based on a Semantic (Object-oriented) Data Model. 

o An Activity model with both IS-A and PART-OF hierarchies of manufacturing 
functions. 

o Seamless integration of the Entity and Activity models: -'tbe interface between activities 
is defined as Views on Entities; the ~diting and browsing tools for MEA have been 
designed. for working concurrently ·'on both the models; automatic consistency 

. - ~ .. -·-# maintenance between· the · ·.t~o models.~. · . ··~ : ~ : < _ . 

The conceptu"al .schem·irptoposec(iif {28] for' MEA was implemented in software using CLOS, 
an object oriented programming (OOP) language [29, 30]. LispView was used to build the 
user inter(ace conforming to OpenLooJ,c standards. _Graphic~} _ tools for browsing through the 

-_ Actiyity ·afid -. Entity _ ·m~els : ~~re.·~6~~_kip~~;.~-the - ·ciyi?~rni~~ - s~_ri.P.t. :~a5 ~e~_:_integrated into the 
Activity model The resulting Enterprise Modeling Framework·-(EMF) represents··-a· significant-: __ , , , ___ ·_:_, __ . _ . :- -- - - - ~ 
contribution to the domain of enterprise modeling methodologies [17, 32, 33, 34, 35]. 
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4.5 Concurrent Engineering in the Textile/ Apparel Complex 

The textile/apparel industry is probably one of the most dynamic manufacturing industries; 
this is because textiles and clothing are seasonal and the consumer is increasingly fashion, 
value and quality conscious. The discerning consumer is seeking unique styles and the ability 
to choose from a wide variety of fabrics (woven, knitted) made from a range of yams (staple, 
filament), which in tum are made from an array of fibers (natural, man-made). Moreover, 
when the consumer doesn't find the specific item in the retail store, the consumer seeks 
alternatives and the potential sale may not materialize. Therefore, the ability to respond 
quickly to market trends is yet another important operating requirement for the textile-apparel 
complex [9] . This means the product and the associated manufacturing processes should be 
engineered to facilitate rapid production. The role of concurrent engineering in realizing these 
goals was explored [8]. 

4.6 Justification of Investments in Information Systems and Technologies 

Information is the lifeblood of an enterprise, especially when a manufacturing enterprise 
needs to rapidly reconfigure itself -- change designs, materials, styles, production techniques, 
etc. -- in response to consumer demands and market trends [11]. The ability to successfully 
harness this valuable resource in a timely and well-coordinated fashion calls for investments 
in information systems and technologies. Investments in such technologies, however, cannot 
always be justified using traditional techniques such as net present value, return on investment 
and payback period. This is because such investments may provide competitive, strategic and 
tactical advantages that may not be as tangible as operational benefits (e.g., savings in 
personnel costs and improved operator productivity). The primary objective of this research 
effort was to explore the various issues related to the development of a methodology for 
justifying investments in information systems and technology. 

The life-cycle view of an information system/technology (IS/IT) project was used to explore 
issues related to the development of a methodology for justifying investments in information 
systems and technology [1]. ,Preliminary findings indicated that there were no specific or 
-well-defined methodologies -used by organizations to justify investments in IS/IT and 
suggested the need for additional research in this area. 

4.7-Systematization of Domain•specific Knowledge 

The proliferation of powerful and inexpensive hardware/software systems has paved the way 
for innoVative applications of_information ·technology in the classroom: The_ first step towards 

- -bui~cJjng .. ~u.ch; m~l-~irri~di~·b¥~9· Jt1t~~lig~!.l.htm9.~~.& -sy~\~~~,~ i~, .. fu.e_ $J$t~~tizO;tion of d~niain . _ 
_ . )cnowl~dg~,~ an~ the . d~v.elopfueri,f .of.i.~ax~noriiy_ for knowledge representation. Therefore, - -
. ' .. :-researcb·.was.-·carried out-to'·develop . the ' kriowledg~ reptesentatioii-~scbema for the--domain of . 

textile engineering; the schema was subsequently used to implement a tutoring system, 
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TEESS, under MS-Windows using VisualBasic [25]. The system is expected to serve as a 
tool for imparting textile engineering knowledge to freshman students and new hires in the 
textile industry. Additional work is currently in progress to take advantage of the recent 
advancements in Web Browser technology and the World Wide Web. 

4.8 Computer-Aided Design and Manufacturing of Specialty Textiles 

The success of an enterprise depends, among other things, on its ability to effectively utilize 
advanced modeling methods and technologies in its operations, especially in the design and 
manufacturing facets. Therefore, to demonstrate the concepts of an integrated approach to the 
design and manufacturing of textiles, research was carried out on two major fronts: The first 
·was aimed at modeling the structure-property relationships of yarns produced under various 
manufacturing conditions. The second was the design and development of a specialty fabric to 
meet the functional and aesthetic requirements of ballet costumes. 

As part of the structure-property relationships research, the use of artificial neural networks 
for the prediction of yarn tensile properties was explored [26]; this effort turned out to be the 
first of its kind in textile research literature. The details of the studies and models can be 
found in [20, 21, 22, 23, 24]. 

The research on producing the specialty fabric was carried out in collaboration with The 
Atlanta Ballet [19]. Working with the ballet dancers, the characteristics (junctional and 
aesthetic) required of the fabric were developed; these were then used to engineer the 
required yams and fabrics using CAD/CAM systems. The fabric was used in the costume 
worn by the ballerinas during performances of the Atlanta Ballet and led one of them to 
remark "this is the best costume I have ever worn in my career; I felt like I had nothing on 
me during the program .... ". Considering the fact that the human skin is the ultimate garment 
for the human body, this remark testifies to the research accomplishments and also 
demonstrates the true fusion of art and technology. The fabric has been continuously 

. improve-d ·over the past thr~~ years and the mo~t recent version will t?e featured as part of The 
Atlanta Ballet's performance·s during ihe upcoming Cultural Olympiad iri-Atlanta [ 18]. · 

·- ·.,.. ... 
.- ' .·-

5. EDUCATION AND TECHNOLOGY TRANSFER 

Several graduate students (4 PhD and 9 MS), 3 post-doctoral fellows, 2 research associates 
- and 3 additional faculty members parttC,jpated ih tbe various research efforts'auring the course .. 

· - -~~ ... of the Award, - ~n~ thus were· able to~ piirsue their research mterest~.~In addition, the .. program .-.::.~~· ._ ·_ 
·- ;c,_:· :· affotdeq t9e PI the opportUnity to write a textbook and Instructor's Manual. for an · · · 

·jntroductory compu.ting co·'Q~s~ for erig'!neers [~, 7]. However, the _::Award funds were not used 
to support'. this actiyity. . .. -:. . . '. . --_·. -- ~ . _·. ~,.. . . : ~- .. , .-. . ::..':. :. '- . 

• "-. - • "f .- -· ~~··· - • .,. •• ... -· -h _ _:..::.. f -

. - . 
.·t" ·: 

.• - . ! -·-.: -:-;;~-. - .. ~ · :-- -""'" ... 
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The developed technologies have been transferred to the industry through two main channels: 
(i) collaborative efforts on case studies with industry; and (ii) the subsequent employment of 
graduates by major companies such as UPS (United Parcel Service), Intel, US Sprint and 
FedEx. The research results have also been transferred to the students in classroom settings in 
Senior and Graduate level courses at Georgia Tech, and at a NATO Advanced Study Institute 
(ASI) on Mechatronics held in Turkey. 

In summary, during the course of the PYI Award, considerable progress was made towards 
realizing the complementary goals of: 

o advancing knowledge and the state-of-the-art in manufacturing systems; 

o transferring technology to the industry; and 

o educating the future generation of scientists and engineers. 
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PART IV -FINAL PROJECT REPORT- SUMMARY DATA ON PROJECT PERSONNEL 

(To be aubmln.d to cognizant Program Officer upon completion of project) #' ' 

The data requested below are important for the development of a statistical profile on the personnel supported by 
Federal grants. The information on this part is solicited In resonse to Public Law 99-383 and 42 USC 1885C. All informa-
tion provided will be treated as confidential and will be safeguarded in accordance with the provisions of the Privacy Act 
of 1974. You should submit a single copy of this part with each final project report. However, submission of the requested 
information is not mandatory and is not a precondition of future award(s). Check the •Decline to Provide Information· 
box below if you do not wish to provide the nformation. 

Please enter the numbers of individuals supported under this grant. 
Do not enter information for individuals working less than 40 hours in any calendar year. 

Senior Post- Graduate Under- Other 
Staff Doctorals Students · Graduates Participants 1 

Male Fem. Male Fem. Male Fem. Male Fem. Male Fem. 

A. Total, U.S. Citizens \ 3 

B. Total, Permanent Residents 3 z 
U.S. Citizens or 
Permanent Residents 2: 

American Indian or Alaskan Native .... 

Asian ....••......•............... 

Black, Not of Hispanic Origin ......... 

Hispanic .•••••••..•••..••.•...•. 

Pacific Islander .•.•...•.......••.. 

White, Not of Hispanic Origin ..•..... 

c. Total, Other Non-u.s. Citizens 

Specify Country 

\ -=!- J I 1. \~,~ 

2. 'f::..b~"§\ .2. I 
3. 

D. Total, All participants 4- 3 + b \ \ (A+ B +C) 

Diaabled 3 

0 
Deciine to Provide Information: Check box If you do not wish to provide this information (you are still required to return this page 
along with Parts 1-111). 

1 Category includes, for example, college and precoUege teachers, conference and workshop participants. 
2 Use lhe category 1hat best describes the ethniC/racial status fo all U.S. Citizens and Non-citizens with Permanent Residency. (If more 
thlln one category applies, use the one category rhllt most dossly reflects the person's recognition in the community.) 
1 A person having a physical or mental inpairment that substantially limits one or more major life activities; who has a record of such 
Impairment; or who Is regarded as having such Impairment. (Diubled Individuals also ahould be countsd under the appropriate 
ethniC/racial group unless they are classified as -other Non-U.S. Citizens. •J 

AMERICAN INDIAN OR ALASKAN NAllVE: A person having origins In any of lhe original peoples of North America and who main· 
tains cultural identification through tribal affiliation or community recognition. 

ASIAN: A person having origins In any of 1he original peoples of East Asia, Southeast Asia or lhe Indian subcontinent. This area 
Includes, for example, China, India, Indonesia, Japan, Korea and Vietnam. 
BLACK, NOT OF HISPANIC ORIGIN: A person having origins in any of the black racial groups of Africa. 

HISPANIC: A person of Mexican, Puerto Rican, Cuban, Central or South American or other Spanish culture or origin, regardless of race. 

PACIFIC ISLANDER: A person having origins In any of lhe original peoples of Hawaii; the U.S. Pacific territories of Guam, 
American Samoa, and lhe Northam Marinas; lhe U.S. Trust Territory of Palau; the islands of Micronesia and Melanesia; or the 
Philippines. 

WHITE, NOT OF HISPANIC ORIGIN: A person having origins in any of lhe original peoples of Europe, North Africa, or the Middle East. 
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